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Abstract. Prepositional phrase attachments are known to be an im-
portant source of errors in parsing natural language. In some cases, pure
syntactic features cannot be used for prepositional phrase attachment
disambiguation while visual features could help. In this work, we are in-
terested in the impact of the integration of such features in a parsing
system. We propose a correction strategy pipeline for prepositional at-
tachments using visual information, trained on a multimodal corpus of
images and captions. The evaluation of the system shows us that using
visual features allows, in certain cases, to correct the errors of a parser.
It also helps to identify the most dicult aspects of such integration.
Keywords: Prepositional Phrase Attachments  Multimodality  Cor-
rection Strategy
1 Introduction
Natural languages are intrinsically ambiguous. Some of these ambiguities can
be solved by using only syntactic information, but many others require access
to the context in which they have been produced. For instance, the ambiguity
involved in the famous example of \John saw a man with a telescope" could be
easily solved if we could have access to that scene.
Prepositional phrase (PP) attachments are a common source of ambiguity.
They constitute one of the most dicult constructions to deal with [20], rep-
resenting around 20% of errors in parsing natural languages [18]. The main
diculty lies in the fact that this kind of ambiguity can often not be solved
using only linguistic cues (as shown in the previous example). Even if it can
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be overcame, a parser often does not have semantic constraints to rule out in-
correct attachments. However, adding information from a visual source to the
analysis of a sentence is a dicult task because it is necessary to extract relevant
information from that source and to be able to relate this information to the
sentence.
The work that we present in this article has a twofold objective. First, to
propose a method for resolving PP-attachments based on the use of visual cues.
Second, to analyze the impact of adding visual information on the task of syn-
tactic analysis. To do this, we use a corpus made up of pairs of an image and
a caption describing it. This corpus has been annotated manually at dierent
levels. At the image level, rectangles (which we will call boxes) have been identi-
ed and a semantic category has been associated with each of them. At the text
level, some noun phrases have been identied, as well as some PP-attachments
for a subset of frequent prepositions. In addition, boxes corresponding to noun
phrases were aligned to the latter. The fact of having simultaneously the analysis
of the image (via boxes) and the text (through certain PP-attachments), as well
as the alignment between boxes and noun phrases makes it possible to establish
a link between the two modalities and to use information from the image to
process the text.
The system we propose is based on an attachment error detector, that oers
an alternative attachment if it detects an error. The originality of this detector
is that it allows to take lexical, but also visual and conceptual clues as input.
For example, in the noun phrase a ball in front of a dog with a red collar, the
decision to attach with to dog rather than ball may be based on obvious lexical
evidence, but could also be based on visual clues by studying, for example, the
relative positions of the boxes corresponding to the words ball, dog and collar.
The paper is organized as follows. Related work is presented in Section 2. We
describe our model in Section 3, which is composed of two dierent modules: au-
tomatic multimodal alignment and PP-attachment detection/correction. Finally,
Section 4 presents our experiments and a discussion of the results obtained.
2 Related work
The problem of nding the correct PP-attachment has attracted the attention of
many researchers in the eld of Natural Language Processing. It constitutes an
important and challenging problem in parsing natural languages. Many dierent
methods and sources of information have been proposed for the resolution of
PP-attachment ambiguities.
Two kind of resources have mainly been used in the literature to solve the
PP-attachment problem: semantic knowledge bases [1, 7], and corpora [2, 19, 23].
To our knowledge, there are not too many works using multimodal information
to deal with this problem. The most relevant work to us is [4]; their approach
consists in simultaneously perform object segmentation and PP-attachment res-
olution for captioned images. In order to do that, they produce a set of possible
hypothesis for both tasks, and then they jointly rerank them to select the most
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consistent pair. The main dierence between their work and ours is that we
produce a unique syntactic analysis and it is corrected according to visual in-
formations. Moreover, we perform experiments with a much bigger number of
images/caption pairs (22,800 vs. 1,822).
The disambiguation of PP-attachments by using visual information is also
related to visual relation learning. The most related work to us is [25], in which
the authors developed new visual descriptors for representing object relations in
an image. Their model relies on a multimodal representation of object congura-
tions for each relation, and it is able to learn classiers for object relations from
image-level supervision only (i.e., from image-level annotations such as \person
on bike", without annotating the objects involved in the relation). While we
could use their spatial relation classiers, the focus of our work is dierent. We
deal with the problem of disambiguating PP-attachments. We use similar visual
features for representing the spatial conguration of objects, but objects are
detected and represented in a dierent way.
Our system also aligns fragments of sentences (more concretely, noun phrases)
with boxes in the image in order to be able to use multimodal information,
without this being our main goal. A rst step in this task is to detect objects in
an image [27, 14, 13]. This requires two things: i) to nd the position of the object
in the image, often by calculating the coordinates of the rectangle that surrounds
the object; ii) to predict a semantic class to the object. Many works have tried
to learn correspondences between a part of a sentence and a part of an image,
with dierent kind of applications in mind, such as caption generation [33, 11,
16] and image retrieval [6, 3].
Many researchers in psycholinguistics and cognitive psychology have also
studied the interaction between vision and ambiguous language in human sen-
tence processing, such as [32, 5]. These works provide evidence of the relevance of
visual information for humans to solve linguistic ambiguity. This information is
also of great relevance during the rst stages of children's language acquisition,
since much of the sentences received by children are linked to their immediate
visual environment [31, 30]. Our work is inspired by these ideas and address the
problem of disambiguating PP-attachments by an articial system that uses,
among other cues, the visual information linked to a concrete ambiguous sen-
tence.
3 Our model
The model that we propose in this paper takes as input an image/sentence pair,
and provides a syntactic analysis of the sentence by performing two dierent
tasks. First, an automatic alignment of boxes detected in the image and noun
phrases in the corresponding captions. Second, detection and correction of in-
correct PP-attachments. We explain them in detail in the next sections.
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3.1 Automatic multimodal alignment
This task is divided into three steps: detection of boxes in the image, detection
of noun phrases in a sentence, and, nally, their alignment.
Detection of boxes The task of detecting boxes in an image consists of pre-
dicting the presence or absence of an object in an image given a list of objects
that the system is able to recognize. When an object is recognized, the coordi-
nates of the box containing it are produced. We have used here the real-time
object detection model based on neural networks called YOLOv2 [28], which
produces, for a given image, a list of boxes associated with semantic labels.
This system is broken down as follows: it takes an image as input and then
cuts it into a grid. For each cell of the grid the system predicts a xed number
of bounding boxes, a condence score for each box, and a probability for each
semantic category. The nal predictions are made by multiplying the condence
scores by the probability of the semantic categories.
Detection of noun phrases Although the detection of noun phrases is a
widely studied task, the target phrases in our work correspond to visual objects
and may dier in nature from the typical noun phrases resulting from syntactic
analysis.
It consists of a simple detector of the beginning and the end of noun phrases,
which associates to any word in the sentence a label in the form B (begin), I
(inside) and O (outside) depending on whether the word starts a noun phrase,
is within a noun phrase without being the rst word or is outside a noun phrase.
The prediction is made using an average perceptron based on the words of the
sentence and their parts-of-speech. An evaluation by using our test corpus indi-
cates an error rate of 2.2% per word.
Alignment The alignment problem consists of determining for each noun
phrase which is its corresponding object detected in the image. For example,
given the caption Someone is holding out a punctured ball in front of a brown
dog with a red collar, it is necessary to nd among the boxes corresponding to
the objects detected in the corresponding image (e.g., the balloon, the arm, the
dog, the collar) which noun phrases they correspond to (someone, a punctured
ball, a brown dog, a red collar). It is a dicult articial vision problem because
of the very dierent nature of the aligned objects: on the one hand, the pixels
of the image and, on the other hand, a sequence of words. The problem become
even more dicult when some noun phrases may correspond to several objects
in the image (e.g. children playing soccer), some objects are only partially rep-
resented in the image (people standing in a train), and the object detector may
have detected objects not represented in the caption.
To tackle this problem, we divide this task into two sub-tasks: the rst is to
calculate an association score between each visual object and each noun phrase,
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the second is to decide which of these potential associations will be retained for
the future. We are not addressing the problem of multiple associations.
The association score between a visual object and a sequence of words is
calculated by projecting the pixels of the image and the words of the caption
towards the same representation space. Each visual object and each textual
sequence is represented by vectors in this common space, which makes it possible
to calculate a similarity between the vectors to obtain an association score.
This projection in a common space is carried out using neural networks. The
parameters of this network can be driven from known image/text pairs using
a method based on visual semantic embeddings [10], which take advantage of
a convolutional neural network to create image representations and recurrent
neural network to create word sequence representations.
Once the alignment score is obtained for each image/text pair, it is necessary
to determine a global association taking into account that it is neither injective
nor surjective (some elements are not associated, others have multiple associa-
tions). This association is achieved using the following heuristic: pairs with the
highest score are iteratively selected, each box can be assigned to no more than
one noun phrase. Only pairs of scores greater than 0.3 are considered (threshold
determined on a development corpus).
3.2 Detection and correction of PP-attachments
The automatic alignment between the image and its caption allows the integra-
tion of visual features for the task of correcting PP-attachments produced by a
parser. This section presents the correction module, which is divided into two
steps. A rst step that detects the attachment errors produced by the parser
using a classier. Then the correction strategy in which candidate governors at
the target preposition are selected and then evaluated again with a classier.
The governor with the highest score is selected.
Detection of errors in the attachment The detection of attachment errors
is carried out using the AdaBoost algorithm [12]. To train this classier we
used two types of features: lexical and visual. These features concern to the p
preposition, its governor G and its object O. When the governor is a verb, the
subject of the verb serves as G. So, in the sentence \Jean eats with gloves on.",
we get G = Jean, p = with and O = gloves.
For the lexical features, starting from the dependent tree produced by a
parser, we use: (a) the lemma and the grammatical category of the governor
and the object; (b) the distance between the preposition and its governor. A
detailed description of this feature is presented in previous works [8].
Visual features are calculated from the bounding boxes that the alignment
system has associated to the governor and the object of the preposition. We
distinguish two types of visual features:
{ Conceptual features: person, body part, animal, clothing, instrument,
vehicle and other. They are predicted when objects are detected in the
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image. If the alignment module has not selected any boxes for one of the
two selected noun phrases (governor or object), the UNK value is used to
represent the concept of this noun phrase and none of the spatial features
are calculated.
{ Spatial features: given the governor's box bG = [xg; yg; wg; wg; hg] and the
object box bO = [xd; yd; wd; hd; hd] of the preposition, where (x; y) are the
coordinates of the box center, and (w; h) are the box height and width, we
use the features proposed by [25]:
VS1 =
xd   xgp
wghg
VS3 =
s
wdhd
wghg
VS2 =
yd   ygp
wghg
VS4 =
bg \ bd
bg [ bd
Features VS1 and VS2 represent the horizontal and vertical relative positions
between the two boxes, respectively. VS3 is the ratio of box sizes, VS4 the
overlap between boxes, and VS5 =
wg
hg
, VS6 =
wd
hd
the aspect ratio of each
box, respectively.
Based on all these features, the classier checks whether the alignment pro-
posed by the parser is correct or not.
Correction strategy In order to increase the accuracy of the parser, we use
a correction strategy that consists in changing the attachment proposed by the
parser using an error corrector [8]. When a connection is detected as incorrect
by the classier, we apply rules to the syntax tree generated by the analyzer to
obtain a set of alternative connections. These possible new attachments are given
to the classier to make a nal decision by selecting the one with the highest
probability of attachment.
4 Experiments
4.1 Dataset
There is a lack of datasets that provide not only paired sentences and images,
but detailed information about the correspondence between regions in images
and phrases in captions. In this paper we focus in a multimodal corpus called
Flickr30K Entities (F30kE) that provides such type of annotations [26]. It con-
stitutes an extension of the original Flickr30k dataset [34], which is a well-known
benchmark for sentence-based image description.
F30kE is composed of almost 32K images with ve captions per image. Their
annotation consists of identifying which mentions among the captions of the same
image refer to the same set of entities (a total of 244k co-reference chains were
annotated), and associating them with bounding boxes localizing those entities
(a total of 276K bounding boxes were manually annotated). Each mention in
the captions is categorized, using manually constructed dictionaries, into the
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following eight types: people, body parts, animals, clothing, instruments, vehi-
cles, scene, and other.
In order to use this corpus for our task, we enriched it with a manual at-
tachment of 29,068 prepositions to their governor. The attachment correction
was made by a single annotator, who had only access to the caption, the tar-
get preposition and the corresponding image. More details can be found in [9].
For our experiments, we subdivided this corpus into three sets: learning (23,254
prepositions), development (2,907 prepositions) and test (2,907 prepositions).
4.2 Setup
Alignment module
Image processing: We re-trained the YOLOv2 model on the F30kE corpus using
as initialization the weights provided by the authors and limiting the number of
categories to the eight semantic categories of the F30kE corpus. Only predictions
with a condence score above 0.1 were retained. The system detected 7,110 of
the 14,229 boxes of images from our test corpus. An object is considered detected
if the ratio of the area of the intersection over union between its ground truth
box and the predicted box is greater than 0.5.
The detector achieves a recall of 0.49 and an accuracy of 0.29 on the test set.
If we take into account the semantic categories, these performances fall down to
0.25 and 0.15 respectively. These results show us that this is a dicult task and
that automatic image processing in this detection task represents a rst barrier
to the use of visual information.
Afterwards, the content of each box is resized to 224 by 224 pixels, then
passed to the input of a ResNet-152 [15] network pre-trained for the image
classication task in thousand scene categories from the ImageNet Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge [29]. The last layer of the network is replaced by
a dense layer (i.e., a linear transformation) that projects the representations to
a vector size 1,024.
Text processing: The words of the noun phrases are rst projected into a 300
size representation space that provides inputs to a GRU (gated recurrent unit)
recurrent layer whose hidden representation is of size 1,024. The hidden repre-
sentation of the recurrent network, after reading the words of a noun phrase, is
used as a representation for the textual modality.
Alignment: A `2-normalization is applied to neural networks activations of both
modalities in order to be compared using the scalar product; this is equivalent to
calculating the cosine similarity between the two vectors. Learning is performed
on batches (batches) of size 48 for 30 periods using the Adam [17] optimization
method. This is a model of triplet ranking whose learning is performed by cal-
culating the similarity between an image/text pair existing in the learning data
and a random pair with one of the two members in common and modifying the
model so that the score of the valid pair is higher than that of the invalid pair.
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Table 1 shows the performance of the alignment system between boxes and
noun phrases. The error rate is calculated as follows: for each noun phrase, the
association is considered correct if the box with the highest similarity to this
noun phrase is the one corresponding to it in the ground truth data. The results
are calculated according to two methods, VSE and VSE+++, which dier by the
cost function used for learning [10]. According to the model used, those provided
with the VSEpp tool were trained on the Flickr30k and Microsoft Common Ob-
jects in Context [21] corpus, or the model was re-trained on the data of our task
(F30kE). The models available with the VSEpp implementation were trained on
complete images and complete description sentences. Their performance falls on
boxes containing only one object in our corpus, doubling the number of associ-
ation errors, compared to the same model re-trained on the target data (from
21 % to 37 %) which demonstrates the importance of re-training the model under
the same conditions as the test.
Table 1. Alignment error rate on our test set by comparing ground truth boxes and
ground truth noun phrases, depending on the model (VSE, VSE+++) and training
corpus (Flickr30k and Microsoft COCO are the models provided with the tool, trained
on complete sentence/image pairs rather than noun phrases and box contents)
Approaches Trainning corpus Error rate
VSE++ Flickr30k 42.07%
VSE++ MS-COCO 38.90%
VSE MS-COCO 37.17%
VSE Fine-tuning 21.47%
PP-attachment detector module In order to identify PP-attachments in
captions we used a standard transition parser [24] trained on the Penn Treebank
corpus [22]. The PP-attachment error detector is trained on our learning corpus.
The classier parameters were adjusted according to its performance on the
development corpus.
We also used the development corpus to evaluate the performance of the rules
we used to nd potential governors Gp. At the output of the parser the rules
allow us to retrieve the correct manually annotated governor for the preposition
in the set Gp in 92.28% of cases. This score therefore represents an upper bound
for PP-attachments.
4.3 Results
The experiments presented here assume a scenario in which lexical information
is not available (the semantics of words are not known by the system), in order
to highlight the information that can be used in the visual part of the task.
The case in which lexical features are used is then seen as an upper bound. In
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this context, we are interested in two questions: what is the impact of semantic
categories in the visual modality, and what is the impact of spatial information
in the same modality?
Table 2 shows the good attachment rate for the 10 most common prepositions
of the test corpus. The F30kE corpus being mainly composed of captions that
can be understood by a human without seeing the associated image (semantically
unambiguous), real ambiguous cases are therefore rare.
Table 2. Correct attachment rate to the test: the number of occurrences is given for
each preposition ; the baseline is produced by the parser without correction; VC is
obtained after correction by using only visual concepts, VS only spatial features, V the
combination of conceptual and spatial features, L lexical features and V + L is the
combination of all features.
Prepositions Occurrences Baseline VC VS V L V + L
in 369 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.85 0.84
with 310 0.65 0.68 0.68 0.70 0.78 0.78
for 168 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.82 0.83
near 159 0.33 0.53 0.50 0.59 0.84 0.84
through 145 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96
on 143 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.89 0.87
from 140 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.86 0.85
next to 137 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.89
into 116 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.92 0.95
over 111 0.66 0.64 0.66 0.68 0.85 0.84
As we can see in Table 2, the overall accuracy of the parser (without cor-
rection) is 75%. Note that the results vary a lot depending on the prepositions,
ranging from 95% for the preposition through, to 33% for the preposition near.
Visual concepts (VC) and spatial information (VS) provide dierent improve-
ments depending on the prepositions, but there seems to be mainly a gain with
locative prepositions such as near (17% points). Since our visual features are
focused on spatial information, it is logical that they have an impact on this
kind of prepositions. One might think that conceptual categories are sucient
to solve the problem, but it should be noted that the task of visual categorization
is dicult (and therefore the classier is often wrong), and that categories are
rather rough and may not remove all ambiguities. The combination of VC and
VS gives the best results and corrects about 3% of the errors.
Lexical information (L) has a drastic eect since performance increases for
most of the prepositions, underlining our hypothesis that the text is unambigu-
ous in the absence of an image. These results are not surprising because it is well
known that some ambiguities can be resolved by using only syntactic informa-
tion. The problem is that this type of information is not always available. The
fact that the gain is higher for lexical information than for visual information
can also be explained by the unreliability of predictions in the visual modality.
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There is no dierence on average between the use of lexical information only
and the use of all features (V +L). However, this result highlights the fact that
the fusion of features from text and image modalities takes advantage of the
strongest modality without suering from a modality with lower performance.
We present here some examples of image/text pairs for which the image has
allowed, or not, to perform a correct attachment using sets of dierent features.
In all examples the target preposition is in bold, the governor chosen by the
analyzer is underlined and the new governor after correction is in square brackets.
Figure 1.a shows a sentence for which the parser has made a bad attachment
but the classier has allowed to correct it by using only visual information.
Concretely, the preposition near is incorrectly attached to area by the parser,
and the classier corrects the attachment by selecting are as a governor. This
example is the justication for this study: to correct poor connections thanks to
visual information.
Figure 1.b shows a sentence for which the use of only visual features did not
help to correct a wrong attachment. Concretely, the preposition on is incorrectly
attached to the word building. The alignment system did not nd the bounding
box for at least one of the two noun phrases. This example shows one of the
limitations of this study: the diculty of the detection and alignment phase
between boxes and noun phrases, limits the impact of visual features in correcting
erroneous analyses.
Even if lexical features are the most eective, if the learning corpus does not
contain enough examples for some entities, visual features may be more eective.
Thus Figure 1.c shows a sentence for which the use of only visual features allows
to obtain the correct alignment, while the use of only linguistic features produces
an error. Concretely, the preposition with is incorrectly attached to the word
jeans instead of the word wearing.
a { Two children [are] in
a grassy area near two
horses. b { Two people sitting in
front of an older building
on a bench.
c { A dog is wearing
[jeans] and a blue and yel-
low shirt with a black ve-
hicle in the background.
Fig. 1. Examples of image/text pairs for which have been found, or not, a correct
PP-attachment, by using dierent kind of features.
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5 Conclusion
This work explores the possibility of using images to disambiguate prepositional
phrases attachments in sentences that describe them. Visual features improve
the performance by three points on average depending on the prepositions, and
sometimes drastically, as in the case of the preposition near. However, the di-
culty of the problem lies in the detection and categorization of objects, as well
as in the alignment between text and images. Indeed, the errors and lack of
information resulting from the automation of this step inevitably reduces the
overall performance of the attachment corrector.
However, the gain obtained between the output of the parser and the output
of the corrector, even when using only visual features, proves two things. First,
that information was found at the image level and that an alignment, even
partial, was produced. And secondly, that this information could be properly
used despite the use of relatively simple descriptors.
A better use of the information from the image is a main direction to explore
in order to improve the system with, in particular, the integration of information
directly from the pixels, such as the use of the space representation for the image
or directly at the level of the bounding boxes.
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